Publish fast. Openly. Without restrictions.

F1000’s publishing model combines the benefits of pre-printing, including the ability to publish rapidly, with functionality that ensures the robustness, quality, reproducibility and transparency of research through rigorous editorial checks, open data support and invited open peer review. Authors are provided with autonomy throughout the publishing process.

How our publishing process works for articles

14 days median time to publication

Article submission
Submitting an article is easy with our single-page submission system. The in-house editorial team carries out a basic check on each submission to ensure that all policies are adhered to.

Publication and data deposition
Once the authors have finalized the manuscript, the article (with its associated source data) is published within a week, enabling immediate viewing and citation.

Open peer review & user commenting
Expert reviewers are selected and invited. Their reports and names are published alongside the article, together with the authors’ responses and comments from registered users.

Article revision
Authors are encouraged to publish revised versions of their article. All versions of an article are linked and independently citable. Articles that pass peer review are indexed in external databases such as PubMed, Scopus and Google Scholar.

Find out more at f1000.com
What is F1000's scope?
F1000 publishes different types of research, including clinical trials, systematic reviews, software tools, method articles, and many others. Reviews and opinion articles providing a balanced and comprehensive overview of the latest discoveries in a particular field, or presenting a personal perspective on recent developments, are also welcome.

Does F1000 have a policy on data?
F1000 advocates an open data policy. All authors must make the data underlying their results available, together with details of any software used to process results. F1000 endorses the FAIR Data Principles as a framework to promote the broadest reuse of research data.

How does F1000 view Plan S?
F1000 is a strong supporter of Plan S and its mission towards universal adoption of full and immediate open access to scholarly publications. The driving force of F1000 is to open up research and make research outcomes more accessible and impactful, not only for the researchers themselves, but crucially also for society.

Who has published with us

Over 4,600 institutes

100% Ivy League universities

Over 11,800 authors from over 131 countries

94% Top research universities in UK, Canada, and Australia
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